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The Silent Corner
THE FIRST NOVEL IN THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING JANE HAWK SERIES Meet Jane Hawk—a remarkable new heroine certain
to become an icon of suspense. “This gripping thriller grabs readers from the first few pages and sweeps them along to the rousing
finale.”—Booklist “I very much need to be dead.” These are the chilling words left behind by a man who had everything to live for—but took his
own life. In the aftermath, his widow, Jane Hawk, does what all her grief, fear, and fury demand: find the truth, no matter what. People of
talent and accomplishment, people admired and happy and sound of mind, have been committing suicide in surprising numbers. When Jane
seeks to learn why, she becomes the most-wanted fugitive in America. Her powerful enemies are protecting a secret so important—so
terrifying—that they will exterminate anyone in their way. But all their power and viciousness may not be enough to stop a woman as clever as
they are cold-blooded, as relentless as they are ruthless—and who is driven by a righteous rage they can never comprehend. Because it is
born of love. Don’t miss any of Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER • THE WHISPERING ROOM • THE
CROOKED STAIRCASE • THE FORBIDDEN DOOR • THE NIGHT WINDOW Praise for The Silent Corner “Gripping . . . The paranoia and
mystery increase as the story unfolds. . . . Koontz has created [a] wonderful character in Jane Hawk. . . . Koontz rocks it again.”—Associated
Press “In this era of stingy text-message prose, Mr. Koontz is practically Shakespeare. . . . The Silent Corner brims with both action and
emotion.”—Pittsburgh Post-Gazette “The Silent Corner is vintage Dean Koontz: paranoia-fueled suspense . . . sleek and highly realized
action, developed characters, and more twists and turns than any two ordinary novels combined. . . . As relevant to current events as it is
audacious . . . amongst Dean Koontz’s finest contemporary work.”—Mystery Scene “A proven specialist in action scenes, Koontz pulls off
some doozies here. . . . The book is full of neat touches. . . . And the prose, as always in a Koontz novel, is first-rate. Perhaps Koontz’s
leanest, meanest thriller, this initial entry in a new series introduces a smart, appealing heroine who can outthink as well as outshoot the
baddest of bad dudes.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jane Hawk—fiction’s most relentless, resourceful, stunning new heroine—continues her battle against a
murderous conspiracy in the riveting sequel to The Silent Corner. “No time to delay. Do what you were born to do. Fame will be yours when
you do this.” These are the words that ring in the mind of mild-mannered, beloved schoolteacher Cora Gundersun—just before she takes her
own life, and many others’, in a shocking act of carnage. When the disturbing contents of her secret journal are discovered, it seems certain
that she must have been insane. But Jane Hawk knows better. In the wake of her husband’s inexplicable suicide—and the equally mysterious
deaths of scores of other exemplary individuals—Jane picks up the trail of a secret cabal of powerful players who think themselves above the
law and beyond punishment. But the ruthless people bent on hijacking America’s future for their own monstrous ends never banked on a
highly trained FBI agent willing to go rogue—and become the nation’s most wanted fugitive—in order to derail their insidious plans to gain
absolute power with a terrifying technological breakthrough. Driven by love for her lost husband and by fear for the five-year-old son she has
sent into hiding, Jane Hawk has become an unstoppable predator. Those she is hunting will have nowhere to run when her shadow falls
across them. Don’t miss any of Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER • THE WHISPERING ROOM • THE
CROOKED STAIRCASE • THE FORBIDDEN DOOR • THE NIGHT WINDOW Praise for The Whispering Room “Koontz has never exactly
shied away from complex characters or situations. And this situation gets very complex indeed, as Jane pursues the people behind the
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conspiracy with the kind of single-minded relentlessness that makes the book absolutely spellbinding. As good as The Silent Corner was, this
one’s even better. . . . Koontz is on another roll with a new series that boasts a juicy premise and a compelling star. . . . Pure gold.”—Booklist
(starred review) “A deeply layered, satisfying thriller that is character-driven and nearly impossible to put down . . . grounded in many realworld, current issues . . . [The Whispering Room] never loses sight of the classic political/sci-fi/thriller elements that make it so much fun to
read.”—Bookreporter
From #1 New York Times bestselling author of dark psychological suspense and modern classics of mystery and adventure comes a thriller
that ventures into science, secrecy and danger. "I very much need to be dead." Chilling last words left by a man who had everything to live for
but took his own life. People of talent and accomplishment, people seemingly happy and sound of mind, are committing suicide in surprising
numbers. A disturbing pattern is beginning to emerge. FBI agent Jane Hawk, recently widowed, is determined to find out why. Which means
going rogue and into ‘the silent corner' – living entirely off the grid even as she hunts her foes. The enemies pursuing her are seemingly
endless and unstoppable. But Jane is as clever as they are cold-blooded, as relentless as they are ruthless. And this one woman will uncover
a secret so terrifying that it challenges the limits of science itself. 'The prose, as always in a Koontz novel, is first-rate. Perhaps Koontz's
leanest, meanest thriller, this initial entry in a new series introduces a smart, appealing heroine who can outthink as well as outshoot the
baddest of bad dudes' Kirkus, starred review 'Readers will clamor for more tales involving Hawk and her quest for justice. Koontz rocks it
again' Washington Post
Jane Hawk - fiction's most relentless, resourceful, stunning new heroine - continues her battle against a murderous conspiracy in the riveting
sequel to The Silent Corner. Mild-mannered, beloved school teacher Cora Gundersun takes her own life, and many others', in a shocking act
of carnage. When the disturbing contents of her secret journal are discovered, it seems certain that she must have been insane. But Jane
Hawk knows better. In the wake of her husband's inexplicable suicide - and the equally mysterious deaths of scores of other unlikely
individuals - Jane picks up the trail of a secret cabal of powerful players using a terrifying technological breakthrough to gain power for their
own monstrous ends. But these people never banked on a highly trained FBI agent willing to go rogue - and become the nation's most
wanted fugitive - in order to derail their plans. Driven by love for her lost husband and by fear for the five-year-old son she has sent into
hiding, Jane Hawk has become an unstoppable predator. Those she is hunting will have nowhere to run when her shadow falls across them.
Juan Cabrillo and the Oregon crew's search for missing NASA technology leads to a globe-trotting adventure in this novel in the #1 New York
Times-bestselling series. On December 7, 1941, five brothers exploring a shaft on a small island off the coast of Washington state make an
exciting discovery, only to be interrupted by news of Pearl Harbor. In the present, Cabrillo, chasing the remnants of a crashed satellite in the
Argentine jungle, makes a shocking discovery of his own. His search to untangle the mystery leads him first to that small island and its secret,
and then much further back, to an ancient Chinese expedition, and a curse that seems to have survived for over five hundred years. If
Cabrillo’s team is successful in its quest, the reward could be incalculable. If not...the only reward is death.
A gifted musician relates the events of 1967 that impacted his family and friends, from his indomitable "piano man" grandfather and struggling
singer single mother to the everyday saints and sinners who shaped his life.
Tina Evans, grieving over the death of her little boy in a tragic accident, and her compassionate lover embark on a terrifying odyssey in
search of the truth about her son's death and the shocking messages that lead her to believe that the child may not be dead after all.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * Jane Hawk's one-woman war comes to an explosive climax as the rogue FBI agent gambles everything
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against a terrifying conspiracy, for vengeance, for justice, and for humanity's freedom--from the author of The Silent Corner. "Jane Hawk is
arguably the best character Koontz has created. . . . Simply put, wow."--Associated Press A visionary young filmmaker hunted for sport
across a vast Colorado ranch by the celebrated billionaire at the heart of a monstrous cabal . . . A brilliant computer hacker slipping through
top-secret databases a whisper ahead of security trackers, gathering the facts to fight the all-powerful perpetrators of mass murder . . . A pair
of brutal operators, methodically shadowing their targets with every cutting-edge tool in the arsenal of today's surveillance state . . . A
sequence of quiet heroes--everyday citizens--stepping up, stepping forward, intent on countering the advancing darkness . . . A Vegas mob
boss teamed with a homicidal sociopath, circling a beloved boy and his protectors, aiming to secure him as leverage against his fugitive
mother . . . And that fugitive mother herself, ex-agent Jane Hawk, closing in on the malevolent architects of ruin she has stalked as they stalk
her, prepared to sacrifice herself to finally bring them down. These are the people and circumstances of The Night Window, the thrilling new
novel in Dean Koontz's acclaimed Jane Hawk series. Replete--and then some--with the ingenious twists, the spellbinding action, the resonant
themes, the sheer heart that have characterized Jane's journey from the start, The Night Window follows its extraordinary heroine to her longsought objective, in a stunning, unforgettable finale. Don't miss any of Dean Koontz's gripping Jane Hawk thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER *
THE WHISPERING ROOM * THE CROOKED STAIRCASE * THE FORBIDDEN DOOR * THE NIGHT WINDOW "The spectacular finale to
Jane's story . . . will hit series fans with all the impact of a carefully calibrated hammer blow."--Booklist (starred review) "The best installment
in the series since the first . . . [Koontz] revs it up with entertaining encounters and offbeat humor."--Kirkus Reviews

Fifteen-year-old Ari Mendoza is an angry loner with a brother in prison, but when he meets Dante and they become friends, Ari
starts to ask questions about himself, his parents and his family that he has never asked before.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Welcome to the Pendleton. Built as a tycoon’s dream home in the 1880s and converted to
luxury condominiums not quite a century later, the Gilded Age palace at the summit of Shadow Hill is a sanctuary for its fortunate
residents. Scant traces remain of the episodes of madness, suicide, mass murder—and whispers of things far worse—that have
scarred its grandeur almost from the beginning. But now inexplicable shadows caper across walls, security cameras relay
impossible images, phantom voices mutter in strange tongues, not-quite-human figures lurk in the basement, elevators plunge into
unknown depths. With each passing hour a terrifying certainty grows: Whatever drove the Pendleton’s past occupants to their
unspeakable fates is at work again. And as nightmare visions become real, as a deadly tide begins to engulf them, the people at
77 Shadow Street will find the key to humanity’s future . . . if they can survive to use it. Includes the bonus novella The Moonlit
Mind and an excerpt from Dean Koontz's The City.
A dying man's clairvoyant prophesies about his grandson, Jimmy Tock, reveal five terrifying and horrific events, occuring on five
different days at different periods in his life, that will turn the young man's world upside down. 600,000 first printing.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jane Hawk—who dazzled readers in The Silent Corner and The Whispering Room—faces the
fight of her life, against the threat of a lifetime, in this electrifying thriller by #1 New York Times bestselling suspense master Dean
Koontz. “I could be dead tomorrow. Or something worse than dead.” Jane Hawk knows she may be living on borrowed time. But
as long as she’s breathing, she’ll never cease her one-woman war against the terrifying conspiracy that threatens the
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freedom—and free will—of millions. Battling the strange epidemic of murder-suicides that claimed Jane’s husband, and is escalating
across the country, has made the rogue FBI agent a wanted fugitive, relentlessly hunted not only by the government but by the
secret cabal behind the plot. Deploying every resource their malign nexus of power and technology commands, Jane’s enemies
are determined to see her dead . . . or make her wish she was. Jane’s ruthless pursuers can’t stop her from drawing a bead on
her prey: a cunning man with connections in high places, a twisted soul of unspeakable depths with an army of professional killers
on call. Propelled by her righteous fury and implacable insistence on justice, Jane will make her way from southern Southern
California to the snow-swept slopes of Lake Tahoe to confront head-on the lethal forces arrayed against her. But nothing can
prepare her for the chilling truth that awaits when she descends the crooked staircase to the dark and dreadful place where her
long nightmare was born. Don’t miss any of Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER • THE
WHISPERING ROOM • THE CROOKED STAIRCASE • THE FORBIDDEN DOOR • THE NIGHT WINDOW Praise for The
Crooked Staircase “An absorbing thriller full of fresh touches . . . Writing his unusual heroine, Koontz keeps the pages alive with
attitude as well as action. . . . For Hawk, who is as fearless as she is beautiful, no obstacle is too great, especially with the wellbeing of her hidden-away five-year-old son on her mind.”—Kirkus Reviews “Spellbinding . . . Beautifully plotted and written with
notable care and flare . . . The Hawk series . . . is among [Koontz’s] best work.”—Booklist (starred review) “Unrelenting . . . [Jane]
rivets readers’ attention. . . . Michael Crichton fans and thriller aficionados who appreciate a fierce female protagonist . . . should
be urged to meet Jane Hawk.”—Library Journal
The Silent CornerA Novel of SuspenseBantam
**Don’t miss the new blockbuster thriller from Nell Pattison: HIDE – coming December 2021! Available to pre-order now...**
As blind child prodigy Bartholomew grows up, regains his sight at thirteen, and sets out to transform the lives of everyone around
him, Junior Cain, a serial killer and rapist who believes that Bartholomew is his nemesis, goes on a hunt to kill him.
#1 New York Times bestselling master of suspense Dean Koontz takes a surprising and exhilarating road trip with a man in pursuit
of his strange past--mile by frightening mile. Quinn Quicksilver was born a mystery--abandoned at three days old on a desert
highway in Arizona. Raised in an orphanage, never knowing his parents, Quinn had a happy if unexceptional life. Until the day of
"strange magnetism." It compelled him to drive out to the middle of nowhere. It helped him find a coin worth a lot of money. And it
practically saved his life when two government agents showed up in the diner in pursuit of him. Now Quinn is on the run from
those agents and who knows what else, fleeing for his life. During a shoot-out at a forlorn dude ranch, he finally meets his destined
companions: Bridget Rainking, a beauty as gifted in foresight as she is with firearms, and her grandpa Sparky, a romance novelist
with an unusual past. Bridget knows what it's like to be Quinn. She's hunted, too. The only way to stay alive is to keep moving.
Barreling through the Sonoran Desert, the formidable trio is impelled by that same inexplicable magnetism toward the inevitable.
With every deeply disturbing mile, something sinister is in the rearview--an enemy that is more than a match for Quinn. Even as he
discovers within himself resources that are every bit as scary.
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"Phantoms is gruesome and unrelenting...It's well realized, intelligent, and humane."--Stephen King They found the town silent,
apparently abandoned. Then they found the first body, strangely swollen and still warm. One hundred fifty were dead, 350 missing.
But the terror had only begun in the tiny mountain town of Snowfield, California. At first they thought it was the work of a maniac.
Or terrorists. Or toxic contamination. Or a bizarre new disease. But then they found the truth. And they saw it in the flesh. And it
was worse than anything any of them had ever imagined...
A novel of international intrigue and catastrophic terrorism from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Ghost War and
The Faithful Spy. For CIA operative John Wells, the underworld has become more real than the real world. He's spent years in the
close company of evil men. And he's paid the price in every possible way. Now, he's on the ragged edge of burnout. His nights are
plagued by twisted dreams. He's beginning to doubt if he can ever live a normal life—and he's right to think so. When a power
adversary from Wells's past finds him, he must once again enter the fray. For his country. For his soul. For revenge....
A father and daughter living in the remote Appalachian mountains must reckon with the ghosts of their past in Kimi Cunningham
Grant's These Silent Woods, a mesmerizing novel of suspense. No electricity, no family, no connection to the outside world. For
eight years, Cooper and his young daughter, Finch, have lived in isolation in a remote cabin in the northern Appalachian woods.
And that's exactly the way Cooper wants it, because he's got a lot to hide. Finch has been raised on the books filling the cabin’s
shelves and the beautiful but brutal code of life in the wilderness. But she’s starting to push back against the sheltered life Cooper
has created for her—and he’s still haunted by the painful truth of what it took to get them there. The only people who know they
exist are a mysterious local hermit named Scotland, and Cooper's old friend, Jake, who visits each winter to bring them food and
supplies. But this year, Jake doesn't show up, setting off an irreversible chain of events that reveals just how precarious their
situation really is. Suddenly, the boundaries of their safe haven have blurred—and when a stranger wanders into their woods,
Finch’s growing obsession with her could put them all in danger. After a shocking disappearance threatens to upend the only life
Finch has ever known, Cooper is forced to decide whether to keep hiding—or finally face the sins of his past. Vividly atmospheric
and masterfully tense, These Silent Woods is a poignant story of survival, sacrifice, and how far a father will go when faced with
losing it all.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Includes Dean Koontz’s short story “Wilderness”! This ebook edition contains a special
preview of Dean Koontz’s The Silent Corner. In Innocence, Dean Koontz blends mystery, suspense, and acute insight into the
human soul in a masterfully told tale that will resonate with readers forever. He lives in solitude beneath the city, an exile from
society, which will destroy him if he is ever seen. She dwells in seclusion, a fugitive from enemies who will do her harm if she is
ever found. But the bond between them runs deeper than the tragedies that have scarred their lives. Something more than
chance—and nothing less than destiny—has brought them together in a world whose hour of reckoning is fast approaching. Praise
for Innocence “A thriller that’s both chilling and fulfilling.”—People (four stars) “Laced with fantastical mysticism, it’s an allegory of
nonviolence, acceptance and love in the face of adversity. . . . The narrative is intense, with an old-fashioned ominousness and
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artistically crafted descriptions. . . . An optimistic and unexpected conclusion [mirrors] his theme. Something different this way
comes from Mr. Koontz’s imagination. Enjoy.”—Kirkus Reviews “Mystery and terror, the paranormal and romance—all combine to
make Innocence a challenging and emotional experience.”—New York Journal of Books “This novel really is something special. . .
. This may just be the book Dean Koontz was born to write.”—Thriller Books Journal “Entrancing . . . as speedy a chase-thriller as
any Koontz . . . has ever constructed. Written in Koontz’ late mellifluent and reflective manner . . . [Innocence is] fueled by deep
disgust with the world’s evils [and] hope for redemption.”—Booklist (starred review) “[An] imaginative, mystical thriller from
bestseller Koontz . . . This is the most satisfying Koontz standalone in a while.”—Publishers Weekly “Masterful storyteller Koontz
delivers perhaps his most eerie and unusual tale to date. The timeline in this amazing story is compact, and readers will be swept
along as they try to unravel hints and clues as to the true nature of both the protagonists and the unfolding drama. Unpredictably
spine-chilling and terrifying, this is a story readers won’t soon forget.”—RT Book Reviews “Elegant . . . Fans of Koontz’s previous
series will be left hoping that Addison and Gwyneth, too, will return.”—Library Journal
When her successful husband inexplicably commits suicide, Jane Hawk searches for answers and discovers that a dangerous and
powerful group is somehow forcing accomplished people to take their own lives.
The fate of the world is in the hands of a father and daughter in an epic novel of wonder and terror by Dean Koontz, the #1 New
York Times bestselling master of suspense. Since his wife, Michelle, left seven years ago, Jeffy Coltrane has worked to maintain a
normal life for himself and his eleven-year-old daughter, Amity, in Suavidad Beach. It's a quiet life, until a local eccentric known as
Spooky Ed shows up on their doorstep. Ed entrusts Jeffy with hiding a strange and dangerous object--something he calls "the key
to everything"--and tells Jeffy that he must never use the device. But after a visit from a group of ominous men, Jeffy and Amity
find themselves accidentally activating the key and discovering an extraordinary truth. The device allows them to jump between
parallel planes at once familiar and bizarre, wondrous and terrifying. And Jeffy and Amity can't help but wonder, could Michelle be
just a click away? Jeffy and Amity aren't the only ones interested in the device. A man with a dark purpose is in pursuit, determined
to use its grand potential for profound evil. Unless Amity and Jeffy can outwit him, the place they call home may never be safe
again.
A mother, a boy, and a desperate battle against the night.Woody Bookman hasn't spoken a word in his eleven years of life. Not
when his father died in a freak accident. Not when his mother Megan tells him she loves him. For Megan, keeping her boy safe
and happy is what matters. But Woody believes a monstrous evil is behind his father's death and now threatens him and his
mother. And he's not alone in his thoughts. An ally unknown to him is listening.Woody's fearful suspicions are taking shape. A
malicious man driven by evil has set a depraved plan into motion. And he's coming after Woody and his mother. The reasons are
primal. His powers are growing. And he's not alone.
A man on a mission must come to terms with his forgotten past in this gripping thriller from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Dean Koontz. In Portland, he saved a young boy from a drunk driver. In Boston, he rescued a child from an underground
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explosion. In Houston, he disarmed a man who was trying to shoot his own wife. Reporter Holly Thorne was intrigued by this
strange quiet savior named Jim Ironheart. She was even falling in love with him. But what power compelled an ordinary man to
save twelve lives in three months? What visions haunted his dreams? And why did he whisper in his sleep: There is an Enemy. It
is coming. It’ll kill us all...?
Two creatures, the end result of experiments in genetic engineering and enhanced intelligence, escape from a government laboratory and
bring either death and destruction or a touching new kind of love to those they encounter. Reprint.
A gripping new standalone thriller from the master of suspense and New York Times #1 bestselling author.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • When this relentless rogue FBI agent comes knocking, her adversaries will have to answer—with their
lives—in this thrilling Jane Hawk novel by the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Silent Corner. “Koontz continues the incredible
saga of the robust character of Jane Hawk, and it’s as terrific as the others in the series.”—Associated Press “We’re rewriting the play, and
the play is this country, the world, the future. We break Jane’s heart, we’ll also break her will.” She was one of the FBI’s top agents until
she became the nation’s most-wanted fugitive. Now Jane Hawk may be all that stands between a free nation and its enslavement by a
powerful secret society’s terrifying mind-control technology. She couldn’t save her husband, or the others whose lives have been destroyed,
but equipped with superior tactical and survival skills—and the fury born of a broken heart and a hunger for justice—Jane has struck major
blows against the insidious cabal. But Jane’s enemies are about to hit back hard. If their best operatives can’t outrun her, they mean to bring
her running to them, using her five-year-old son as bait. Jane knows there’s no underestimating their capabilities, but she must battle her
way back across the country to the remote shelter where her boy is safely hidden . . . for now. As she moves resolutely forward, new threats
begin to emerge: a growing number of brain-altered victims driven hopelessly, violently insane. With the madness spreading like a virus, the
war between Jane and her enemies will become a fight for all their lives—against the lethal terror unleashed from behind the forbidden door.
Don’t miss any of Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER • THE WHISPERING ROOM • THE CROOKED
STAIRCASE • THE FORBIDDEN DOOR • THE NIGHT WINDOW Praise for The Forbidden Door “Compelling and enthralling.”—New York
Journal of Books “Mind-blowing. . . [a] gripping series . . . a thrill ride. [Dean Koontz is] able to distract you for hours.”—Bookreporter “Koontz
is on another roll with a new series that boasts a juicy premise and a compelling star. . . . Pure gold.”—Booklist
A series of communications from a deranged killer in which he is offered a number of devastating choices and deadlines draws Bill Wiles into
a confrontation with pure evil.
New York Times bestselling author Tilly Bagshawe, continuing the enduring legacy of #1 bestselling suspense author Sidney Sheldon, is
back with a new tale of glamour, suspense, and unexpected twists in Sidney Sheldon’s The Silent Widow. A young American au pair,
Charlotte Clancy, vanishes without a trace in Mexico City. The case is left cold, but its legacy will be devastating. A decade later, LA is
shaken by a spate of violent murders. Psychologist Nikki Roberts is the common link between the victims, her patients at the heart of this
treacherous web. When someone makes an attempt on Nikki’s life, it’s clear she is a marked woman. Nikki makes a living out of reading
people, drawing out their secrets, but the key to this shocking pattern eludes her. With the police at a dead end Nikki drafts in Derek Williams,
a PI who isn’t afraid to put his hand into the hornet’s nest. Williams was thwarted in the notorious Charlotte Clancy case all those years ago,
but what he unearths in LA—and the mention of one name in particular—leaves him cold, and takes him on a dangerous path into the past. A
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shadowy manipulator has brought his deadly game to the streets of LA. In a crime spanning generations, it seems Nikki Roberts knows all too
much—and a ruthless killer knows the price of her silence. In this crooked city, where enemies and friends are one and the same, Nikki must
be the master of her own escape...
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BOOKPAGE • The must-read thriller of the
year, for readers of dark psychological suspense and modern classics of mystery and adventure This ebook edition contains a special
preview of Dean Koontz’s The Silent Corner. The girl who said no to death. Bibi Blair is a fierce, funny, dauntless young woman—whose
doctor says she has one year to live. She replies, “We’ll see.” Her sudden recovery astonishes medical science. An enigmatic woman
convinces Bibi that she escaped death so that she can save someone else. Someone named Ashley Bell. But save her from what, from
whom? And who is Ashley Bell? Where is she? Bibi’s obsession with finding Ashley sends her on the run from threats both mystical and
worldly, including a rich and charismatic cult leader with terrifying ambitions. Here is an eloquent, riveting, brilliantly paced story with an
exhilarating heroine and a twisting, ingenious plot filled with staggering surprises. Ashley Bell is a new milestone in literary suspense from the
long-acclaimed master. Praise for Ashley Bell “A mind-bender filled with satisfying surprises.”—People (book of the week) “[With] lyrical
writing and compelling characters . . . Koontz stands alone, and this novel is a prime example of literary suspense. . . . One of his
best.”—Associated Press “Grabs you on page one and keeps you enthralled with ever widening loops of intrigue, spine-tingling plot twists,
absorbing characters and emotional involvement . . . extraordinary.”—Bookreporter “Heart-pounding and mind boggling . . . a rarity of a
thriller—one that asks big questions about life and destiny while succeeding in creating [an] eerie sense of reality.”—Shelf Awareness “Strap in
and hold on. . . . When a writer has managed to catch this kind of lightning in a bottle, every reader should experience the full
jolt.”—BookPage
A generation of children forced to live without words. It begins as a statistical oddity: a spike in children born with acute speech delays.
Physically normal in every way, these children never speak and do not respond to speech; they don't learn to read, don't learn to write. As the
number of cases grows to an epidemic level, theories spread. Maybe it's related to a popular antidepressant; maybe it's environmental. Or
maybe these children have special skills all their own. The Silent History unfolds in a series of brief testimonials from parents, teachers,
friends, doctors, cult leaders, profiteers, and impostors (everyone except, of course, the children themselves), documenting the growth of the
so-called silent community into an elusive, enigmatic force in itself—alluring to some, threatening to others. Both a bold storytelling experiment
and a propulsive reading experience, Eli Horowitz, Matthew Derby, and Kevin Moffett's The Silent History is at once thrilling, timely, and
timeless.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • This ebook edition contains a special preview of Dean Koontz’s The Silent Corner. Past midnight,
Chyna Shepard, twenty-six, gazes out a moonlit window, unable to sleep on her first night in the Napa Valley home of her best friend’s
family. Instinct proves reliable. A murderous sociopath, Edgler Foreman Vess, has entered the house, intent on killing everyone inside. A selfproclaimed “homicidal adventurer,” Vess lives only to satisfy all appetites as they arise, to immerse himself in sensation, to live without fear,
remorse, or limits, to live with intensity. Chyna is trapped in his deadly orbit. Chyna is a survivor, toughened by a lifelong struggle for safety
and self-respect. Now she will be tested as never before. At first her sole aim is to get out alive—until, by chance, she learns the identity of
Vess’s next intended victim, a faraway innocent only she can save. Driven by a newly discovered thirst for meaning beyond mere selfpreservation, Chyna musters every inner resource she has to save an endangered girl . . . as moment by moment, the terrifying threat of
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Edgler Foreman Vess intensifies.
Twelve years after the failure of a mafia daughter's elaborate parole program at a luxurious estate, private Investigator Lincoln Perry
investigates the program founder's disappearance and is alarmed to discover that an initial search was derailed by a murder. By the Edgar
Award-nominated author of Tonight I Said Goodbye. Reprint.
**THE INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER** "An unforgettable—and Hollywood-bound—new thriller... A mix of Hitchcockian
suspense, Agatha Christie plotting, and Greek tragedy." —Entertainment Weekly The Silent Patient is a shocking psychological thriller of a
woman’s act of violence against her husband—and of the therapist obsessed with uncovering her motive. Alicia Berenson’s life is seemingly
perfect. A famous painter married to an in-demand fashion photographer, she lives in a grand house with big windows overlooking a park in
one of London’s most desirable areas. One evening her husband Gabriel returns home late from a fashion shoot, and Alicia shoots him five
times in the face, and then never speaks another word. Alicia’s refusal to talk, or give any kind of explanation, turns a domestic tragedy into
something far grander, a mystery that captures the public imagination and casts Alicia into notoriety. The price of her art skyrockets, and she,
the silent patient, is hidden away from the tabloids and spotlight at the Grove, a secure forensic unit in North London. Theo Faber is a criminal
psychotherapist who has waited a long time for the opportunity to work with Alicia. His determination to get her to talk and unravel the
mystery of why she shot her husband takes him down a twisting path into his own motivations—a search for the truth that threatens to
consume him....
Millionaire investigator Alex Hunter meets exciting, desirable Joanna Rand while on a mission in Japan but finds that she is a Senator's
daughter who disappeared 10 years ago and now has a new identity. By a #1 best-selling author. Reissue.
A catastrophic, unexplainable plane crash leaves three hundred and thirty dead -- no survivors. Among the victims are the wife and two
daughters of Joe Carpenter, a Los Angeles Post crime reporter. A year after the crash, still gripped by an almost paralyzing grief, Joe
encounters a woman named Rose, who claims to have survived the crash. She holds out the possibility of a secret that will bring Joe peace
of mind. But before he can ask any questions, she slips away. Driven now by rage (have the authorities withheld information?) and a hope
almost as unbearable as his grief (if there is one survivor, are there others?), Joe sets out to find the mysterious woman. His search
immediately leads him into the path of a powerful and shadowy organization hell-bent on stopping Rose before she can reveal what she
knows about the crash. Sole Survivor unfolds at a heart-stopping pace, as a desperate chase and a shattering emotional odyssey lead Joe to
a truth that will force him to reassess everything he thought he knew about life and death -- a truth that, given the chance, will rock the world
and redefine the destiny of humanity. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Dean Koontz's The City.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Jane Hawk’s one-woman war comes to an explosive climax as the rogue FBI agent gambles
everything against a terrifying conspiracy, for vengeance, for justice, and for humanity’s freedom—from the author of The Silent Corner. “Jane
Hawk is arguably the best character Koontz has created. . . . Simply put, wow.”—Associated Press A visionary young filmmaker hunted for
sport across a vast Colorado ranch by the celebrated billionaire at the heart of a monstrous cabal . . . A brilliant computer hacker slipping
through top-secret databases a whisper ahead of security trackers, gathering the facts to fight the all-powerful perpetrators of mass murder . .
. A pair of brutal operators, methodically shadowing their targets with every cutting-edge tool in the arsenal of today’s surveillance state . . . A
sequence of quiet heroes—everyday citizens—stepping up, stepping forward, intent on countering the advancing darkness . . . A Vegas mob
boss teamed with a homicidal sociopath, circling a beloved boy and his protectors, aiming to secure him as leverage against his fugitive
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mother . . . And that fugitive mother herself, ex-agent Jane Hawk, closing in on the malevolent architects of ruin she has stalked as they stalk
her, prepared to sacrifice herself to finally bring them down. These are the people and circumstances of The Night Window, the thrilling new
novel in Dean Koontz’s acclaimed Jane Hawk series. Replete—and then some—with the ingenious twists, the spellbinding action, the resonant
themes, the sheer heart that have characterized Jane’s journey from the start, The Night Window follows its extraordinary heroine to her longsought objective, in a stunning, unforgettable finale. Don’t miss any of Dean Koontz’s gripping Jane Hawk thrillers: THE SILENT CORNER •
THE WHISPERING ROOM • THE CROOKED STAIRCASE • THE FORBIDDEN DOOR • THE NIGHT WINDOW “The spectacular finale to
Jane’s story . . . will hit series fans with all the impact of a carefully calibrated hammer blow.”—Booklist (starred review) “The best installment
in the series since the first . . . [Koontz] revs it up with entertaining encounters and offbeat humor.”—Kirkus Reviews
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